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This book delivers comprehensive coverage of exam objectives, presented according to Oracle's certification guide. Because Oracle's exam scoring provides section scores according to exact objectives, this organization of the book allows you to refocus. Each exam objective is covered in a chapter complete with self-assessment opportunities. Four appendices include a listing and description of Oracle's initialization parameters and other elements to be tested on the exam. These appendices provide information useful post-exam in real-work implementation of Oracle Systems.

Preparing to become an Oracle Certified Professional in the database administration
(DBA) track is a journey that starts with a single step. If you have
already passed the “Introduction to Oracle: SQL & PL/SQL” exam you have taken
that first step and are well on your way. The next step in the process is to take and
pass the “Oracle8i: Architecture and Administration” exam, a task which this book
is designed to help you accomplish.
In order to become an Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) in the DBA track for
Oracle8i, you will need to pass the following examinations:
✦ Exam 1Z0-001: Introduction to Oracle: SQL & PL/SQL
✦ Exam 1Z0-023: Oracle8i Architecture and Administration
✦ Exam 1Z0-025: Oracle8i Backup and Recovery
✦ Exam 1Z0-024: Oracle8i Performance and Tuning
✦ Exam 1Z0-026: Oracle8i Network Administration

The Oracle8i certification path is designed to lead you to the goal of becoming an
OCP in a gradual process. There is no requirement to take the exams in the order
they are intended so you do not need to take the exam for which this book prepares
you right away. If you prefer to gain more experience and take another one of the
exams first, this is acceptable. The only requirement to become an Oracle Certified
Professional in the DBA track is that you pass all five exams, in no particular order.

For each of the above exams, Oracle provides a set of objectives that you will be
tested on and required to be familiar with. The objectives for the “Oracle8i:
Architecture and Administration” exam are listed in Appendix C, as well as a
cross-reference of which chapters in this book provide information on that objective.
The complete set of objectives for the entire track may be found in the Oracle
Certified Professional Program Candidate Guide, Oracle8i Certified Database
Administrator Track available on Oracle’s Web site at http://www.oracle.com/
education/certification/index.html?ocpguides.html. The exact link to
the Adobe Acrobat PDF file for the DBA track is: http://www.oracle.com/
education/downloads/dba8i_cg.pdf.

The Candidate Guide document should be reviewed to gain a full understanding of
the Oracle Certified Professional Program, as well as how to schedule your exams
for your geographical area.
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Rapid Web Applications with TurboGears: Using Python to Create Ajax-Powered SitesPrentice Hall, 2006
Master TurboGears: The Easy Python Framework for Rapid Web Development

TurboGears harnesses the power of Python to provide a dynamic and easy-to-use Web development framework: one that dramatically increases developer productivity, and makes it far easier to create...
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No Wonder You Wonder!: Great Inventions and Scientific MysteriesSpringer, 2015

	This book explores and explains scientific mysteries and principles, leavened with tongue-in-cheek humor and an abundance of illustrations. Chapters are short, but give an understanding of technology and science not available elsewhere. Questions include:


	• What holds a satellite up while it goes around the Earth?

...
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Software Product Quality ControlSpringer, 2013

	Quality is not a fixed or universal property of software; it depends on the context and goals of its stakeholders. Hence, when you want to develop a high-quality software system, the first step must be a clear and precise specification of quality. Yet even if you get it right and complete, you can be sure that it will become invalid over...
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Practical Android 4 Games DevelopmentApress, 2011


	Hi there, and welcome to the world of Android game development. You came here to learn

	about game development on Android, and we hope to be the people who enable you to

	realize your ideas.





	Together we'll cover quite a range of materials and topics: Android basics, audio and

	graphics programming, a little math...
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Microscale Organic Laboratory with Multistep and Multiscale SynthesesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This text is an unbound, binder-ready edition.

	

	This is a laboratory text for the mainstream organic chemistry course taught at both two and four year schools, featuring both microscale experiments and options for scaling up appropriate experiments for use in the macroscale lab. It provides complete coverage of organic...
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Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining: Proceedings of the International IIS: IIPWMВґ05 Conference held in Gdansk, Poland, June 13-16, 2005Springer, 2005
This edited book contains articles accepted for presentation during the conference "Intelligent Information Systems 2005 (IIS 2005) - New Trends in Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining" held in Gdansk, Poland, on June 13-16, 2005. Special attention is devoted to the newest developments in the areas of Artificial Immune...
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